
Exploring Direct Speech



Success Criteria

Aim
• I can use inverted commas and other punctuation to show direct speech. 

• I can identify when characters are speaking.

• I can scan through the text looking for speech. 

• I can discuss and use the punctuation used to indicate direct speech.



The Last Chapters

Read Chapters 8 and 9 together.

1. How did Max identify the children among the humans at the start of Chapter 8?

2. What ‘huge building’ do you think the children disappeared into all day?

3. Why does Uncle B think that he should go to try out crossing with the children?

Answers

4. What was the method the hedgehogs used to get safely across the road at the 
end of the book?



The Last Chapters

1. How did Max identify the children among the humans at the start of Chapter 8?

2. What ‘huge building’ do you think the children disappeared into all day?

3. Why does Uncle B think that he should go to try out crossing with the children?

4. What was the method the hedgehogs used to get safely across the road at the 
end of the book?

He could tell which humans were children as they had smaller feet.

A school.

He said that he had lived a long life and no one would miss him if he didn’t make it.

They crossed with a lollipop lady.



During this lesson, we will be exploring the rules for using inverted commas        
when writing dialogue.

Exploring Direct Speech

With your talk partner,                       
scan through Chapters 8 and 9, 

looking for any incidences of          
direct speech being used.

(Direct speech is when a writer reports 
the exact words spoken by a character 

and uses inverted commas.)

When you see inverted commas used, 
discuss together what rules have been 
followed and record your observations 
on the Exploring the Rules for Using 

Inverted Commas Activity Sheet.



What did you discover about how to punctuate direct speech? 

Let’s Share and Compare

All spoken words are enclosed in inverted commas.

All non-spoken words are outside the inverted commas.

Only punctuation that is part of the direct speech should go inside inverted commas. 

If the end of the direct speech falls at the end of the sentence, only one punctuation 
mark is needed.

The break between speech and non-spoken words is normally signalled by a comma.

Always use a comma after the speech verb if it comes before direct speech.

If the speech verb comes before direct speech, then start the direct speech with a 
capital letter.



The reporting clause can be placed at the beginning, in the middle                               
or at the end of a sentence.

Let’s Share and Compare

When a sentence using direct speech is split by a speech verb (said, shouted etc.), 
there should be one comma inside the inverted commas at the end of the first part 
of direct speech and a comma outside the inverted commas, after the speech verb. 

“But they must cross somewhere,” said Max.
Max said, “But they must cross somewhere.”

comma after speech verb

“They’re safe,” said Max to himself, “because the noisy monsters aren’t allowed up here!”

1st comma inside the 
inverted commas

lower case letter2nd comma before the 
inverted commas and 
after the speech verb



Imagine for a moment that you are one of the hedgehogs                                         
who crossed the road with the lollipop lady. 

Imagine Your Joy

What would you say when 
you finally arrived across the 

road and into the Park?

.



Now use inverted commas to write what you said in a sentence. 

Imagine Your Joy

Write the sentence on your 
whiteboard. 

Show it to someone and they 
will check you have used the 

correct punctuation.

“I can’t believe we finally made 
it across!” squealed Max.

or
Max squealed, “I can’t believe 
we finally made it across!”

I can’t believe we  
finally made it across!



Show your understanding of the rules for using inverted commas by completing 
the Using Inverted Commas Activity Sheet.

Using Inverted Commas



You are going to make your own hedgehog. He/she will be used next lesson to 
help with learning about dialogue. 

Making a Hedgehog

Carefully follow the instructions             
on the Making a Hedgehog             

Activity Sheet.
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